Regional/Multi-Program
Guidance for Annual Reporting

Regional and Multi-Program report content will be submitted through the Sea Grant Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation Resources (PIER) system.

**Guidance**

**Projects and Funding**
Regional or Multi-Program projects should be entered into the “Projects” page of PIER by each participating program and flagged as “Regional” or “Multi-Program”. The actual funding amount from the NSGO sent to the program to execute the project should also be reported. If a participating project does not receive any direct funding from the NSGO, a fund record denoting $0.00 should be entered in the project. Other participating programs should be selected as partners.

**Leveraged Funding**
Any funding leveraged by a program for a regional/multi-program project should be entered into “Leveraged Funding” page of PIER and associated with that project.

Subcontracting: if one program receives a subcontract from another Sea Grant program, the funds should be included with the fund source of the other program (e.g., if LASG receives a subcontract for a project from TXSG, LASG should report the leveraged funds with a fund source of TXSG).

**Impacts and Accomplishments**
Any impacts/accomplishments for a regional project can be reported in the “Impacts & Accomplishments” section of PIER by each participating program and associated with that Program's Goal(s).

**Metrics and National Performance Measures**
Data for metrics and performance measures should not be counted more than once. Thus, regional or multi-program partners should discuss the most appropriate way to divide the data for metrics and national performance measures among the participating programs.